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Introduction

IS researchers are called to make more
theoretical contributions to the discipline by
developing new theory and refining existing
theories. Big data analytics and data‐mining
techniques help identify patterns in large
collections of unstructured textual and visual
data, and, thus can be used as quantitative tools
for inductive inquiry and theory building. The
goal of this study is to demonstrate the utility of
text analytics for theory building and validation.

Research questions

 How can text mining technique be applied for
construct identification?

What information systems construct can be
identified from mobile app user review using
inductive approach?

Theoretical Foundation

 The philosophical foundations of deductive 
and inductive theory building 

Deductive approach is the logical process of
theory formulation where the generalization
goes from general to specify, and the conclusion
is derived from a known premise. It is a top‐
down (general to specific) reasoning process.
Inductive approach is the logical process of
building theory inductively based on observed
patterns of events. It is a bottom‐up (specific to
general) reasoning process.
 Cognitive science foundation
The fundamental concept: thinking can best be
understood in terms of representational
structures in the mind and computational
procedures that operate on those structures.
A person’s own reports typically provide better
clues than the researcher’s intuition.

Methodology Discussion

The Gold Standard Taxonomy (Larsen & Bong 2016) 
represents a partial view of constructs in the two 
journals MISQ and ISR from 1983‐2009.
We compare our results (50 topics) with the
constructs in the Gold Standard Taxonomy.
• 41 topics are matched with existing constructs.
• 9 topics that are not matched with existing

constructs => 4 constructs are formed.

Conclusions

Behavioral information systems is about the
interactions of users with technology. Most
commonly based on perceptual measures. Problems
with interviews and surveys: they are based on
memory, which is selective. The question formulation
could bias the answer.
Inductive approach with text mining analysis helps to
identify human‐computer interaction pattern across
many users’ intuition.
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Data 
Collection

• User reviews of Android mobile apps submitted on Google Play.
• 32 app categories. 3 apps from each categories: good ( ≥ 4 stars), medium (≥ 3 stars), and
poor (≥ 2 stars) apps. Total: 96 apps.

• Data were collected in February – March 2017 via Heedzy website (Heedzy.com)
• Data : app name, review date, review title, review content, name, rating, version, and
device.

Latent 
Semantic 
Analysis 
(LSA)

•An information retrieval technique designed to improve query performance. First
proposed and used for text classification, and later adopted to the identification of
topics in the unstructured text, such as research paper abstracts and customer
comments. (Evangelopoulos et al. 2012; Sidorova et al. 2008)

• In LSA: The meaning of each passage of text (a document) is related to patterns of
presence or absence of individual words. A collection of documents (a corpus) is
modeled as a system of simultaneous equations that can determine the similarity
of meaning of words and documents to each other. (Evangelopoulos et al. 2012)

Data  
Analysis

•Latent Semantic Analysis with varix rotations on the text of the reviews (each
review representing one document).

•Software: SAS Enterprise Miner 14.1, Text Topic node.
•Run analysis in various rounds. Examine what dominance topic in each round, then
remove words related to the topic in next round.

Layer 1: Emotions and Attitude
•Top topics: user’s emotion and attitude. For example: Love this 
app; Pretty good app Most users express their emotions and 
attitudes about the application in their reviews. 

Layer 2: Evaluative believes
•Top topics: user’s evaluative believes about the applications. For 
example: Application works great; Application is easy to use. 

Layer 3: System quality
•Top topics: reflect how user perceives the quality of the system. 
For example: Application works/ does not work 

Layer 4:  Affordances and other topics
•Top topics vary. For example: Application helps user to do some 
tasks; Application works or does not work.

Results: Peeling 
the onion of the 
human‐computer 
interactions

After 4 rounds of 
analysis, we identify 
dominance            
topic in each round        
(layer). 


